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                                        A conversation starter
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                                        Catch all sides of the conversation...
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                                        The only thing that changes is your hearing

                                    

                                

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                with the near-invisible Silk Charge&Go IX
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                                        Unleash the power of conversation

                                    

                                

                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                with Signia Integrated Xperience
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                    What does it take to Be Brilliant™?


                

            

        
    

        

        

        At Signia, our passion lies in creating life-enhancing technologies. For us, living life to the fullest means making a real impact.

 With the introduction of Integrated Xperience, we achieve just that – empowering you to contribute, be heard, and thrive in even the toughest real-life conversations.
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    Styletto IX



    Keep the conversation flowing without compromising on style.

	Slim and unique in seven different colors
	Natural, effortless conversations
	Instant comfort and clarity
	Rechargeable and with a wireless charging case
	Future-proof connectivity
	Personalized control via app




            Exlore Styletto IX



            

        

    




    
        
            
                

    Pure Charge&Go IX



    Our groundbreaking Integrated Xperience architecture in a small RIC device.

	Natural, effortless conversations
	Instant comfort and clarity
	Rechargeable and with a wireless charging case
	Future-proof connectivity
	Personalized control via app
	Optional T-coil




            Explore Pure Charge&Go IX
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    Silk Charge&Go IX



    The world's only instant fit CIC with Binaural OneMic Directionality 2.0, is now rechargeable. 

	Immediate comfort and enhancement
	Ultra discreet
	Power to last
	Advanced technology ensures crisp, clear focus in noise
	Control on your terms


All this and it can be charged on the go with a sleek, pocket-sized case with integrated power bank that provides up to four additional charges and can be charged wirelessly (Qi) for added convenience.



            Explore Silk Charge&Go IX



            

        

    




    
        
            
                

    Insio IX



    Our smallest and most discreet custom hearing aid

	Three color choices
	Bespoke design
	Improved design for comfort and discretion
	Engineered to keep you in the conversation
	Enhanced focus in background noise




            Explore Insio IX
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                    Personal support, at your fingertips
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    Connect your hearing aids with the Signia app



    It offers remote control adjustments, the Signia Assistant, and TeleCare support.

Using artificial intelligence, the Signia Assistant offers immediate support whenever you need to adjust settings.

The Signia app acts like a hearing professional in your pocket, so you can Be Brilliant in any situation.
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                    Signia hearing aids -

the gateway to better hearing
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                    Styletto IX


                    The ultra-slim hearing aid keeps the conversation flowing without compromising on style.
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                    Pure Charge&Go IX


                    Small and sleek, with convenient push-buttons and hassle-free rechargeability.  Also available in a version with T-coil.
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                    Silk Charge&Go IX


                    The world’s only ready-to-wear rechargeable CIC (completely-in-canal) custom hearing aid makes a big difference in every conversation.
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                    Insio IX


                    The only custom one-mic hearing aid with binaural directionality for focused conversations in noise.
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                    Signia Active Pro


                    Take your performance to the next level
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                    Motion X


                    Small rechargeable behind-the-ear devices which are easy to use and comfortable to wear

                

            

            
            
                

            

        


            

        

    




    
        
            
                


    
        
    

    



            

        

    




    
        
            
                
        
            
                
                    Be Brilliant and keep up to date
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                    Test your hearing now

Our online hearing test provides fast resulsts.
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                    Looking for personal care?

Find your hearing care professional
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                    Keep up-to-date

Read our latest blog posts
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                Welcome to Signia
            


            
                Based on your location, we suggest that you select one of the websites below:
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                            United States
                        
                    

            


            
                    
                        
                            Česká republika
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Danmark
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Schweiz (Deutsch)
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Deutschland
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Australia
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Canada (English)
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            United Kingdom
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            India
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            New Zealand
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            South East Asia
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                            Italia
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            日本
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                            Russia
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Sverige
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